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Volunteer work
may be required
for student aid

Man shouts
at students,
says workers
should rule
By Doris Kramer
staff writer
A speaker donning a large placard atop his head roamed the walkway in front of the Student Union
Thursday shouting about the rights
the working class and searching
toi listeners.
He had a difficult time finding
any.
Stan Roberts. a plumber turned
publisher, handed out newsletters
"People’s
to students tilled
Ideas." and argued his views with
them.
"Most people he stopped just
looked at him and tried to walk
ays. as,’’ said Carlo Ariani, an
SJSU sophomore majoring in finance.
"It was almost impossible to
argue with him because I don’t
think anybody really understood
what he was ranting and raving
about." Ariani said.
"People’s Ideas" is a newsletter
rointly produced by Roberts and
John Tuvo.
The somewhat lengthy paper
outlines Roberts’ belief that the
yyirking class is fit to rule because
it is the only group that knows box%
to think.
A carpenter is a more complex
thinker than a teacher, because a
teacher only recites from a book
while a carpenter "must keep
thinking all day on the job or else
he could get killed," Roberts said.
The speaker came to SJSU in an
attempt to convince students to
argue with their professors. This,
he said, was a sure way to get
"A’s" in one’s classes, he said.
There isn’t anything taught at
the universities that couldn’t he
learned on the job. Roberts said.
"Nursing students shouldn’t
have to take classes, such as psychology and math, that they don’t
need." he explained. "The skills
that they really need, like making
beds and dealing with people they
have already learned at home or
else in another life."
"I ci y one should be a worker
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Education groups attack bill

Shelley Scott

Daily staff photographer

Stan Roberts hands out his newsletter "People’s Ideas" in front of the Student Union
before he goes to school .’ Roberts
said. "Then he can create with his
own hands the power to be what he
wants to be. ’
Ariani, like many other students, was unclear of Robert’s political affiliation.

"Are you a Marxist
the student asked Roberts.
"I’m a Dialectric, not a Marxist, and I worship no god," Roberts said. "Marx was in power of
his own class and a professional
leader can’t rule the working class.

Marx would have had to he a
worker in order to have been a
ruler."
Real power can only come from
within, and once workers organize
and establish leaders, the workers
See .1/.1V. hack pata,

By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
A federal bill that would link financial aid to mandatory public service is under heavy attack by educational groups who say the legislation
will hinder minority access to col
lege.
The bill, sponsored by Georgia
Sen. Sam Nunn, would force all federal financial aid recipients to contribute two years of volunteer service.
Service could include the military
public service or any other %ohm
teer-type stork .
The proposal is one of several
youth volunteer bills currently being
discussed hy Congress.
Proponents of the hill say that
with the current financial aid sy stem
students are given aid tor nothing.
By tying aid to xolunteer service, the
government %%mild he given something in return
Critics Maintain that forcing students to work tor free two years be.
fore receiving ;nil will set erclv hurt
pip tinnaffy
since
minorities,
many minorities i:ome Iron) kivver
income families
’It’s hard enough to encourage
Ii st-generation (minority I students
to attend college and mit go 1,u1 and
fnid jobs in the work Mice. said
Donald Rvan, SIM’’, director of financial aid. "But w 1th the current
system of financial aid we can proside those students is ith funds
Although the bill would invrease
the amount of grants given to eligible students. Ryan said, it would
also make qualifying for aid much
more difficult.
The controversy has created an
unusual alliance between the California State Students’ Association
and the California State University
system.
The two organtiations. usually in
direct opposition %A IM tine another,
are both opposed to the hill and are
planning to lobby against it

We understand the need to reinstitute the spirit ot volunteer service in this country ." said Leigh
director of CaliforKirmsee,
nia state affairs. "But the problem is
that when you make something mandatory. its no longer v olunteer.

’It’s hard enough to
encourage firstgeneration
(minority) students
to attend college.’
Donald Ryan.
SJSU director of financial aid

Introduced on the first day of the
current congressional session. the
Nunn proposal is as the first, and
most controversial. ot several volunteer serx ice bills introduced the last
three months.
The controversial nature of the hill
may be its downfall, however,
according to Gail ImObersteg, the
director of the Federal Liasion Office in the State Department of Education.
s is the most recosni/able
volunteer serv ice hill. but it’s actually taking a hack seat to some of the
others. priman Is because of the eon
fix iv etsy ." she said Some tvlre ot
volunteer serice still come out ot
this session of Congress, hut its
little premature at this point to say
hich one it will be.
Although the final wording of the
hill, and ss hether it actually passes,
is still to he decided, its basic pros
shin calls lot federal aid recipients to
work two years as a volunteer before
See Alt), back pa,ge

Supervisors allocate funds to study light rail extension
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
The Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors allocated S50,((X) Tuesday to study the feasibility of extending the light rail system along the
proposed San Jose- Fastridge-Arena
Corridor (SEA(’).

The proposed route, developed by
a task force organi/ed last fall,
would connect the Cahill CalTrainAmtrak station with the transit mall.
the new downtown arena, the convention center and SJSU via San

Carlos Street. then extend to Spartan
Stadium along Eighth Street and follow Tully Road to East San Jose.
Funding for the concept study, to
be officially approved by the County
Transit Board next Tuesday. is the
initial step in what SEA(’ Task Force
members hope will become the realization of a vision, according to A.S.
President Terry McCarthy.
McCarthy and task force members
cite several reasons the light rail
should be accessible to SJSU students.

The potential for park -and -ride
lots at the county fairgrounds and
Spartan Stadium, and the extension
of the rail system would alleviate
campus parking problems, according
to the task force report.
Improving transportation for minority students in East San Jose is
also a critical issue, the report says.
Transportation is a student access
issue because lack of viable transportation prevents some students
from enrolling at SJSU. McCarthy
said.

The bus takes several hours for
students travelling from the cast valley to SJSU. and extention ot the
light rail would enhance educational
equity, he said.
"I think that’s something we need
to pay particular attention to, McCarthy said. "I think it can he
clearly demonstrated that we have a
’captured audience’ at SJSII and
could provide high rideislup."
The study appioved this week includes a general estimate of construction costs tor the conidor, ex-

amination of the impact caused by
closing down San Carlos Street between Fourth and Illth slice’s. ex, :dilation or proposed station sites and
identification of any "fatal tlaiss’ in
the SEA(’ proposal
But it’s "not a major studs. ’
accordnig to Lewis Ames, assistant
to limn it ot Supervisors C’hairperson
Rod Dindon. "It’s something that
gives people something to think
abu nut’’
Completion of the study next fall
will presumably he followed by a

second study or an environmental
impact report, Ames said.
The first leg of the corridor between the Cahill station and the
downtown transit Mall ,is ei laps the
proposed Vasona Corridor, is hich
links Los Gatos and Campbell v, in Ii
downtimn San Jose.
The V asona Corridor is the subteen ot a scheduled Santa Clara
County Transportation Agency Environmental Impact Report (FIR 1.
according to literature distributed ii
sm., A’ -I //., buck fir’s

City funding shortages plague
Double time
latest campaign for traffic signal
By Mary R. Callahan
writer
Students lobbying for a traffic signal at 10th and San Antonio streets
may he facing an uphill battle.
The most recent campaign for a
traffic light began Monday when a
car driven by an SJSU student struck
another student in the crosswalk.
Many students say the misfortune
was just one in a series of frequent
Daily staff

accidents and close calls demonstrating the urgent need for a traffic control device at the intersection.
Rut officials at the San Jose Traffic Operations Department say it is
highly unlikely that a light will he installed at the site.
When the department receives signal requests from city residents, it
undertakes a signal study to deter-

mine whether the intersection under
consideration warrants a traffic light,
said Larry Moore. a senior civil engineer at the department.
The department considers measurable criteria such as accident history,
speed and volume of traffic, pedestrian activity and delay time between
spurts of traffic at each site when dc
See SIGNAI., back page

Consumers will pay price for spilled oil
By Andrew II, Charming
staff writer
Spilled oil in Alaska’s cold waters
will translate into cold cash at the
gas pumps, which some SJSU students say is not fair.
Consumers will ultimately bear
the cost of Friday’s Exxon tanker
qpill in the Prince William Sound,
the large Alaskan inlet where the accident occurred, according to Jeff
Lopes. vice president of Western
Daily

States Oil in San Jose.
Some SJSU students thought the
increased prices imposed by the largest oil company in the world were
unnecessary.
"There’s something wrong with
consumers paying for (Exxon’s)
mistake," said Jesse Moreno, a
freshman with an undeclared major.
"They’re a huge company. We
shouldn’t be held responsible."
Officials at Exxon declined to dis-

cuss the rising price dilemma.
"We never speculate on future oil
said Tony Shelton, a
prices,
spokesman at Exxon’s headquarters
in Houston.
The spewing of 10.1 million gallons of crude oil, enough to fill the
Aquatics Center pool 10 times over
with oil, already made its mark on
fuel prices.
"The F.xxon spill is definitely al See GAS. hack page

7siancs Lund,
mastering in
English, happil
jumps "doubly
Dutch" rope
without
%iith
tripping
a little help
from Robin
Nlorlong, an
undeclared
freshman.
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Photographer
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Spring musings

Letters to the Editor
A revolutionary tool
Editor,
I agree with Professor Donald Anthrop that assault
rifles are excellent for hunting "pigs and deer-sized
game." Nothing hoses down a forest better than a trusty
AK-47. Not only that, the AK-47 seems to be a much
better value at $350 than a Winchester bolt action,
which costs $1,000. I suppose this represents another
example of foreign-produced goods being cheaper than
home-spun goods. But there are other redeeming qualities to an AK-47, and those can be found in home
improvement.
The AK -47 is a high quality hedge trimmer. It’s
quick and efficient. It may not cut evenly, but it is a
labor saving device. If the grounds crew of this university were equipped with assault rifles, landscaping
chores wouldn’t be such a burden.
Do-it-your-selfers will find the butt of the -47 to be
useful as a hammer. The -47 versus a 12 ounce claw
hammer is no contest. With its extra weight, the gun can
pound nails with no additional effort. The gun does
have a few limitations, though. It is not a very good nail
puller, and cannot be used as a crowbar. The-47 should
never be used to install gypsum wallboard.
Throw away that old plumb line! The gun is well
balanced, and masons will find it E-Z to operate. In
addition, one little squeeze of the trigger will cause a
bullet to fire, marking the exact location of level. This
procedure eliminates any guess work. The -47 is so well
made, it will provide many years of faithful service,
with only minor oiling and adjustment of the sights necessary.
Roto-tilling the lawn can be done in mere minutes.
No need to rent a tiller; use your own assault rifle!
(Take care not to shoot the underground sprinkler
pipes.) See a pesky rat? Annihilate it! (See owner’s
manual Sec. 6: Rodent control.) Stopped-up drain? Fire
a couple rounds down the drain, and see instant results.
Use it as a door stop, but remember to put the safety on,
so family members don’t get hurt. Don’t use it as a shovel, as the barrel will clog, but the -47 can be used to mix
paint, as long as it is cleaned immediately afterward.
Don’t get me wrong. I really believe in our right to
bear arms, as stated by the Second Amendment. There
are sportspeoplc who target shoot, and that is perfectly
fine. There are those who hunt prey and use the animal
as food. That too is perfectly fine. But the assault gun
was designed with the purpose of doing huge amounts
of damage to human beings, specifically in times of
war. Let the sportspeeple have their hunting rifles. Let
the home owners have their hand guns. Let the armed
,rvices have their assault weapons.
Seth Dolcourt
Sophomore
Ads ertising

Jane Fonda and friend
Editor,
I’m writing in response to the ignorant Jane Fonda
follower, Ed Cameron for his letter in Wednesday’s
Spartan Daily.
Answering Ed’s first left-wing question, yes, I do
think veterans fought to preserve the American flag. If
it weren’t for our veterans, we would be singing
"Deutschland Uber Allcs" or worshipping a Japanese
emperor.
Comrade Cameron wrote that I will never understand
the terrors the people of Southeast Asia went through.
He sounds like he thinks he does understand their terrors because he is a liberal. Unless I’m mistaken,
Cameron doesn’t sound like a Southeast Asian name to
me. So then, Cameron and I have never experienced the
terrors which the Southeast Asians have.
Now I’ll ask my friend from the left, what happened
in Southeast Asia after American troops left?
Reeducation camps were set up all over Southeast Asia
and two million Cambodians were murdered. About a
million Southeast Asians have fled and more try. If
America is as bad as Cameron claims, why then have
hundreds of Southeast Asians settled in America, not to
mention others who desperately try?
I’m sure Cameron believes the anti -war movement
was on the side of the people of Southeast Asia. Jane
Fonda and her husband, Tom Hayden, were two of the
most popular figures in the anti -war movement. Well,
Ed, what happened when Tom Hayden spoke at a graduation ceremony at San Jose City College? Many of the
Southeast Asian students shouted anti -communist
remarks at Hayden and walked out. Even a liberal can
can figure out that Tom Hayden wasn’t appreciated.
Now back to the original issue, the American flag
does deserve respect. I’ll finish my letter by asking
Cameron the question I’ve always wondered. Why do
anti-Americans live in America?
Vincent J. Borg Jr.
Senior
Finance

Recognize freedom
Editor,
When I came to this country, my most valued freedom was the Bill of Rights. When I read Ed Cameron’s
letter in Tuesday’s paper, I was shocked.
To many other countries, the American flag represents freedom and we think most American people take
it for granted. Americans cannot speak of experiencing
war on their home front. I have seen this in my own
country (Laos). Having lived free, then under harsh
communist rule, then coming to the United States, I can
tell you Americans are very lucky.
To people in oppressed societies, the American flag
has and always will represent freedom and hope. That is
why my family and thousands of people come to the
United States every year. There thousands more who
can only envy America’s freedom.
Dy Geei
Sophomore
Advertisin,.

Tipsy, twisted, tanked, totaled
The other day while imbibing, in
the process of becoming inebriated,
some of my colleagues and I began
to discuss the prevailance in
American society of slang synonyms for the word "drunk."
It seems there are many such
Americanisms for the state of being
that I’d say about half of all college
students go through at least one
night a week during a semester, and
daily during finals.
We substitute so many terms for
"drunk" because we would be saying the word so often as to sound
redundant. We never use a formal
term like "intoxicated" because
we’re constantly shortening words
that require more than a half second
to utter.
So we think of cute little drunkisms to impress our friends with.
For example, when we’ve had a
few drinks, we become "tipsey."
Some males will say only women
reach this state. Men say, "I’ve had
a few." Another thing women don’t
get is "tanked." Only men get
"tanked." "Plastered" has a nice ring
to it, and the term is used freely by
those of both sexes.
Spirits like tequila and vodka
or Jack Danielswill drive i person "twisted," or the extreme "butt
twisted." A phrase that also captures the liquored -out state is, "If
alcohol is a crutch, then Jack
Daniels is a wheelchair." I like that
one.
Everybody likes to get "hammered." This connotes massive
quantities of beer, but could be huge
doses of any intoxicant. The force
of the word itself is what appeals to
people. "Tanked" may be macho,

E. Mark Moreno
but "hammered" is a powerful
adjective that contains the whole
feeling. When someone is reccaaally drunk, they’re ’hammered."
It’s my l.nal favorite.
One drunkism rarely heard
nowadays is "blottocd." Then
there’s "toasted," but that usually
means being stoned. Ditto for
"baked."
We used to hear standards like
"smashed" and "sloshed," and
"wasted"; "drank myself silly"; "got
goofy," and the crass, "Too drunk to
I’ve always been turned off by
the harsh-sounding, "shit-faced."
And "got puddied" sounds wimpy.
One could say a drunk is "three
sheets to the wind," which almost
sounds intelligent.
"Bent" packs a good wallop,
although in England it means something entirely different. "Ripped" is
better.
Years ago, my black friends used
to say "full," which is good
imagery. In the barrio, we sometimes say "pedo’d." Sorry, can’t literally translate that one in print.
Elderly folks say "picketed."

Parents will say "schnockcred" or
"tied one on." East Coasters say
"steamed," which reminds me of
clams.
The British say "pissed,"
Canadians say "hosed." Mexicans
say "borracho." These aren’t
American drunkisms, but they
sound nice.
There’s also "slammed"; "dusted"; "looped"; "gone Borneo"; "lit"
;"blitzed" (a good one); "spanked" ;
"wrecked", and last but not least,
"doing the Watusi." Of course,
there are many, many other drunk isms that could not possibly fit into
this whole newspaper. I’m dealing
mostly with California basics.
While I think I’m being funny
writing about drunkisms, and many
of us who like to drink joke about
being "alckies," there are serious
implications to the whole schmcal.
It might seem normal that many
of us poke fun at being getting
"pounded," especially when I see
many of the same faces sucking ’cm
down at the pub. When we consider that 71.5 percent of people who
are between the ages of 18 and 25,
and about 70 percent of those in the
26-34 age group, currently drink
alcohol of some kind, it does indeed
seem normal. We reinforce this
normalcy with our clever little
drunkisms. But because of our
youth-culture
youth -culture acceptance of getting
maybe we should look
more closely at ourselves.
As the years go by, will our getting "thrashed" eventually peter out,
or escalate?
It’s something to talk about later
with my buddiesat the pub, of
course.

rites of spring, people call it.
The
Love is in the air, birds are chirping,
people are playing Cactus League
baseball.
He calls it coming home.
Interstate 8 is the artery linking San
Diego County with Arizona. To get there
he must endure seven hours of driving.
After a while he’s sick of singing to old
Billy Joel tapes.
Now the next boredom-breaking technique kicks intalking to yourself. Not
just those one-sided conversations about
who you should ask for a date, but a full,
even argumentative dialogue.
*Another bottleneck at Waring Road,
are they ever going to widen this freeway?
San Diego State University looms on
the hill to the right.
* "Zac, why didn’t you ever go to this
school?" Number three party school,
remember? And you wouldn’t have to
drive seven hours.
Lake Murray Boulevard overpass
comes and goes.
* Marie Calenders, a new sign.. .Pay
attention. Only a mile away, don’t get a
ticket now.
Off at the Fletcher Parkway exit and up
Guava Street.
* Remember the old retarded man who
would wave at you evelytime you honked
your horn?
Los Panchos Taco Shop passes him by.
* There was nothing like a Carne
Asada burrito and fries at four in the
morning after a good poker game.
A modern -looking, peach -colored
building appears.
* What’s this? Wow, wait ’till 1 get
back to tell, the guys that 7-11’s corporate
offices are in my neighborhood. Do you
get a deal on those carcinogenic nachos?
Turning left on Maple Avenue, his
home on the hill is visible.
* I remember Zac and his buddy Nick,
in a desperate attempt at being cool
high-schoolers, staggering up the hill,
intoxicated merely from a dip of Redman
chewing tobacco.
The yellow house stands before him,
the tree in front of him looks weathered,
the bright purple flowers glimmer in the
spring sun.
Cold, gray cement steps, a place for
long summer night talks, remained
unchanged.
The door swings open, the elated mom
throws her arms around him.
lie’s home.
Zac Shess is the Layout Editor.

Where’s the justice in the justice department?
It effects us all.
I’m only the messenger, so please, don’t label me a
communist, fascist or even a radical. I’m not advocating or predicting a revolution. But some problems are
bound to happen sooner or later. Perhaps it isn’t that
serious of a problem, now.
Our judicial system has been up to some suspicious behavior lately. Think about these recent
events.
Earlier this week, the New York Supreme Court
awarded the America’s Cup to the Kiwi Yacht Club of
New Zealand. The judge ruled the Star and Stripes
club of San Diego, who beat the Kiwis twice, violated contest rules by using a catamaran instead of a
monohull. The Deed of Gift which dictates the contest rules are vague as to vehicle specifications
However, the New York court may have had more
at stake than merely dispensing justice. The New
York Yacht Club lost the Cup in 1987 after holding
for 132 years and can only win it back from a foreign
yacht club.
The mayor of San Diego is crying foul. San Diego
stands to lose S1.2 billion and the Kiwis may get the
Cup with out winning a single race. Smells pretty
fishy (pun intended).
The Rhode Island Supreme Court ruled that a
woman of three could not have an overnight lover
while her children are home. This upheld a lower
court ruling that she could not have an overnight
lover while the children arc home. If she violates the
order, Carla Parillo risks being jailed for a year and
being fined $500.
This is a cute story, so try to keep up. In 1986, a
Family Court judge modified Parillo’s divorce decree,
and said it was clear she was "taking good care" of
her children. But, he said, "the court must infer" that
her lover staying with them overnight was "not con -

I wonder if the FBI has
a witness protection
program for
ex-presidents.
Steven Musil
ducive to the welfare of the children."
She no longer sees Joseph DiPippo, the man who
was staying with her a few nights a week at the time
of the lower court’s ruling. Parillo testified that she
and DiPippo slept behind "closed doors" in her
home and saw no risk because the children had separate bedrooms. When DiPippo did stay overnight, she
said, he wore a jogging suit-not pajamas-in front of
the children. And all the children, ages 10,12 and IS,
told the judge in private that they got along well with
DiPippo.
Parillo says she has a new lover now and does not
intend to change her lifestyle to accommodate the
court. She says she intends to appeal the decision.
Sound like a jealous ex-husband?
The court, in upholding the ruling, said that "we
see no great constitutional issue in this controversy."
Hmm...
Speaking of the consitution, it seems Oliver North
will not he entitled to adequate defense in the Iran Contra trial. The judge presiding over North’s case
ruled he could not, at this time, subpeona former

President Ronald Reagan to testify on his behalf.
Reagan, who still maintains he was oblivious to the
Iran-Contra affair, has resisted such an action.
Oliver North has basically pleaded guilty to violating acts of Congress but his attornies contend he
acted with the direct authority of the president. What
North did basically reflected Reagan’s Contra policy.
"Mr. Phelps, if anyone in your organization is
killed or captured, the secretary will disavow any
knowledge of your activities."
Reagan must be afraid of something. What he is
doing is tantamount to excercising his Fifth
Amendment right. You know, the one that says individuals cannot be compelled to testify against themselves.
Prosecuters say Reagan’s testimony would jeopardize national security, but what information could he
possibly have if he claims he didn’t even know what
his own cabinet was up to?
I wonder if the FBI has a witness protection program for ex -presidents.
These are just a handful of the fun and games that
seem to be going on in our courts. With decisions on
abortion and gun control coming up, it should be
interesting to see what kind of judgments will affect
the general public.
Steven Musil is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Group marks 6-year SDI anniversary
It Andrew II. Charming
stall writer
Star Wars had a birthday party on
campus Thursday.
Not the kind for Luke Skywalker
and Princess Leia, but for the nation’s 6-year-old Strategic Defense
Initiative,
SJSU College Republicans threw
the birthday bash in front of the Student Union to make students aware
of the SDI program, a multi -billion
dollar initiative designed to defend
the U.S. nuclear attack.
In celebration of the anniversary
of the space program, T-shirts brandishing
phrases
like
"Arnold
Schwarzenegger for Secretary of Defense" were on sale for $15 each.
Daily

College Republicans throw birthday bash
There was also a small birthday
cake on the corner of a table awaiting interested students.
"We are celebrating the sixth anniversary of the start of U.S. research on the space initiative,- said
Scott Burston, president of the (’ollege Republicans.
March 23, 1983 was the date the
so-called "Star Wars- system was
born. Six years and billions of dollars later, the Strategic Defense Initiative is still just an idea.
SDI is an expensive idea that

raised outrage from sonic passing
SJSU students.
"The SF)l is ridiculous. It’s very
much a waste of mental and financial
resources," said Sue Hokana, a
graduate student with an undeclared
major.
’The money they are using for research should be used tor the homeless and social programs, ’ ’ she said.
The idea to have a birthday party
for the SDI program came from a
source that Burston at first iewed
-very suspiciously.’

I- L’CCIt ed a letter front the Center for Peace and Freedom in WashBurston said. "1 was suspiious from the start because of their
leftist title.’
Despite the birthday’s "leftist**
origins, the party seemed quite important to College Republicans
members.
’We feel it is integral to our na:
tional detense.’ said Gail Martin.
vice president of the club.
Despite the billions spent on the
program, it has yet to leave the science labs of its origins.
"There are pans of the SDI that
are deployahle.’ Bursion said. "It’s
a matter ill the government getting
the guts hi use it. -

Summer housing jobs available to students
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
With summer just around the corner, thoughts of sun, fun, and getting a job are in the minds of most
SJSU students. There are a lot of
run-of-the-mill summer jobs available, but why not try something different’?
The Conference Housing Office at
SJSU has some interesting summer
job opportunities available. They are
open to all SJSU students, but interested parties don’t have much time

left
the application deadline is
today at 5 p.m.
The only requirements are a willingness to work with others and the
ability to work all summer.
For 12 to 13 weeks the residence
halls take on a hotel -type atmosphere. Twenty different groups
from all over the world will use the
facilities over the summer, with anywhere from 30 to 400 people per
group.
The positions offered by the
Housing Office include:

Conference hosts and hostesses.
who assist with the day-to-day operations of the conference housing program. These are live-in positions.
I .inen coordinator, who is responsibe for linen inventory and
control.
Resident advisers, who hold
master room keys and serve as peer
counselors and assistants to other
conference housing departments.
Applicants must have experience living in the residence halls or with
large groups.

The benel us of the R. A. position
include a monthly salary, free room
and board and "an opportunity to
work with a diverse group of people.- said Jeri Allen. the conference
coordinator. There are two R.A. positions available for the summer
term.
All the jobs require 40 hours of
work per vveek and run all summer.
Applications and information are
available in the Residential Life Office in Joe West Hall.
Mike Dafferner - Daily staff photographe

SJSU receives $500,000 grant from IBM Corp.

Joe R Villann - Special

to the

Daily

! BM executive Vern Scott, left, discusses (AM program with Ruse Tseng
and Gail Fullerton held in the new engineering building Thursday.

By Andrew H. Charming
Daily staff writer
Money.
SJSU needs it as much as any California State University.
Thursday they got some.
SJSU received a $500.000 computer grant from International Business Machines (IBM) Corp.. the
world’s largest computer firm.
The money w ill he used for the establishment of Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) facilities on
campus.
IBM gave the computer grant in
hopes of starting partnerships between education and industry at
&NU.
The grant calls for SJSU to estab
fish CIM education and hands-on
training and demonstration facilities
In return. IBM will provide equipment software and consulting services valued at about $500,000.
Three SJSU schools will reap the
benefits of the grant: arts & sciences.
business management, and engineering.
" The purpose of the grant program is to define (’IM in management terms. so business managemcnt will accept it as strategy to
support business objectives." said

James T. Clark, director of CIM
marketing operations in Atlanta.
(’IM involves the application of
computers to the design and manufacture of products and to other industry processes.
SJSU president Gail Fullerton accepted the award.
-1 ant very pleased with the
rant.’’ she said.
Fullerton called the grant unusual
because "it doesn’t involve one department. but three schools."
The grant was presented by Lee
Bowman. IBM U.S. Marketing &
Service vice president and manager
of the northwestern area.
"(’IM technology is likely to play
a decisive role in this country’s ability to compete in manufacturing in
the future." Bowman said. "Yet
there is a severe shortage of educational material and instructional activity in the field."
SJSU e. as (me of onl v five west
coast inst itutions to rece is e a grant.
The ceremony was held in the recently completed engineering building. The three-day event included
some 200 educators and business executives from around the country.
Joe R. Villarin contributed to this
report.

president of ’ollege Republicans, slices birthday cake for
Uarla Martin, a junior majoring in
ehology.
Scott Burstom

Phony cancer cure

Authorities search for
Lake Tahoe charlatans
AUBURN, Calif. (API
California authorities are searching for
cancer patients who Ma!, he among
the alleged v tennis ot two Lake
Tahoe men charged e. oh offering a
phony cure for the disease.
Ron Olson. an investigator with
the California Board of Medical
Quality Assurance in Sacramento.
said it’s not known how many people might have turned to the two men
in their fight against cancer.
William Biggs. 49. of Carnelian
Bay, and John Robinson, 35. of Incline Village. are being held under
5100,000 hail each in Reno, Nes
where they were arrested last week
They are fighting extradition to
Placer County, where District Attorney John Shelley has charged them
with 10 counts each of fraudulent
medical practice.
Biggs faces additional charges of
unlawful possession of hypodermic

needles. grand theft and unlav,till
practice of medicine
The twin are scheduled lOr ami
April 10 identification hem irig nm
Reno as part of the extradition pro
cess. according to Washoe County
sheriff’s It. Robert Wellems
The warrants :iv, use the two Lake
Tahoe men of administering unlaw ful medical treatment to George
Zinda, 62. of Wheaton.
.. and
Harold Brake. 52. of South Lake
Tahoe. C’alif. Both died of cancer.
’Treatment put oil any help they
could has e gotten from licensed
medical authorities.- ziccording
Tim Sands. a Placer County deputy
district ani ii rues
Investigatois ate II’, line to deter
mine the ,,,ntents ot puiported tim
cooed as Nit
treatment. Sand, said

SpartaGuide
TODAY

MONDAY

5,151 Folk Dancers: International folk dance class, 8 p.m., Spartan Complex Room 89. For more information call 293-1302 or 2876369.
Theatre Arts Departinent: University dance theatre, 8 p.m., University Theatre. For ticket information call 924-4555.
Vovinam Vietvodao: Martial art
practice. Spartan Complex Room
202. For more information call 2957125.
SATURDAY
Theatre Arts Department: University dance theatre. 8 p.m., University Theatre. For ticket information call 924-4555.

Counseling Services: Bulimia
group, 10 a.m., Administration
Building Room 201. Fom. more information call 924-5910.
Spartan Review: Meeting, 12:30
p.m., S .1 1. Montalvo Room. For
more informationcall 415-656-6335.
SJSU Film Production Club: 2
p.m.. Hugh Gillis Hull Room 222.
For more informationcall 924-4571.
Steering
Intercultural
A.S.
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call 292-3197.
Campus Crusade For Christ: $5
hair cuts, 10 a.m.. S.U. Upper Pad.
For more information call 279-4724.
Intramural Sports: Over-the -line
sign-ups, all day, Student Activities
and Services Building. For more in -
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TUESDAY
Marketing Club:
Marketing
Conummications. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room. For more information call 733-1936.
Rahal Club: Social. 8 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call 926-1732.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S.C.
Almaden Room.

Robert Levinson Memorial Lecture: Speaker: Dr. Hillel Shuval. 8
p.m.. University Room. For more
information call 924-5519.
KSJS: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Hugh
Gillis Hall Room 118. For more information call 924-KSJS.

r GO
AWAY
!!
Domestic Airfares
Language Programs
Work Abroad Programs
nternattonal Student Airfares
Roundtrip from San Franciseo
London
8530
Amsterdam
8489
Frankfurt
$498
Paris
$538
Sydney
$798
Tokyo
$488
Costa Rica
8399
Farce blued on date and season and are
aubfect to champ Space a limited

Eurallpasses, Hostel cards.
Student identity cards avadablc

OUDICIL TRAVEL
BERKELEY SAN FRANCISC

(415)(415)848-8604 421-3473

on

solution

.icle

,L,IS,C1

AFFORDABLE RATES
Campus Crusade For Christ: $5
hair cuts, 10 a.m., S.U. Upper Pad.
For more inforniation call 279-4724.
Chemistry Department: Seminar. 4:30 p.m., Duncan Hall Room
135. For more information call 9245000
Intramural Sports: Over-the-line
sign-ups, all day. Student Activities
and Services Building. For more information call 924-5958.
WI ONE ,DAN
Counseling Services: Women (m
the move (Exercise/therapy groupi
begins today, 3 p.m.. Administration Building Room 201. For more
information call 924-5910.
Theatre Arts Department: University dance theatre. 8 p.m_ Uni.

versity Theatre. For ticket information call 924-4555.

VCR
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For more information
Contact Personnel Office

988-1500
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ADDITIONAL TYPEWRITER
SUPPLIES IN STOCK
GENERAL BUSINESS MACHINES
MEADOWBROOK CENTER
2482 ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY

371-2360
PRO VIDEO SERVICE
1916 Camden Ave at New Jersey

M - F 9:30 - 5:30
SAT 1090-1:00.

urrimare

Yocuott

MONEY HILL FARMS

FREE TOPPING OR 500
Any Medium, Large or Jumbo Yogurt

Assistant Housemen
(2 positions avail.)
no experience nec.
need transportation

All oositions
Flexible hours
Five days a week

REPAIR

0 -$6 0

BANQUET SET-UP:
Lead Houseman
2 years floor exp.
Clear English
Aggressive but cordial

BANQUET LOBBY AIDE:
no experience mac.
need transportation

-HOUR
DAY
-WEEK
-MONTH

Max
Labor
From.s.2
for VCR
Special Student Price
Free Estimates
Includes head cleaning.
Parts not included.

Cater to your Future

CATERING SERVICE
SUPERVISOR:
2 years college
Experience In
Hotel Administration
Detail oriented
Aggressive but Cordial

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
AFFORDABLE RENTAL RATES
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SPORTS

SJSU begins conference quest at Irvine
By Matthew D. Anderson
Way suff wraer

Pressure.
Every game will be played as if the
College World Series is at stake.
With five teams ranked in the Top 25
the Big West can be considered the best
conference in the nation.
For a conference to have three teams
selected to the NCAA playoffs (as the
Big West did last year) is a great feat.
This year UNLV Coach Fred
Dallimorc puts it best when he says of
the playoffs picks from the conference.
"That three is a definite possibility, four
is a strong possibility and five is not out
of the question. Teams are going to start
picking up losses because everyone can
and will beat everyone."
SJSU (26-5) travels to UC Irvine
tonight to begin conference play at 7
p.m..
What follows is a team-by-team look
at the upcoming 21 -game battle for the
conference crown.
Fresno State Bulldogs:
You need horses to win this race-Fresno State has them.
Coach Bob Bennett’s defending Big
West champs return eight starters and 14
lettermen from last year’s College World
Series participants. Two of the returning

SJSU prepares for dogfight

’

During pre-season action, the Spartan baseball team displayed awesome pitching, sterling
defense, timely hitting, and an uncanny ability to
win.
The result has been victories over powerhouse teams like Stanford and Berkeley, a
national ranking of 15th according to the latest
ESPN/Collegiate Baseball poll and a virtual
breere to a 26-5 record-- the best start in school
history.
So when Big West Conference action begins
today against UC Irvine in Irvine, it would
appear the Spartans are well on their way to their
first conference championship since 1971.
RightWhine I lote’s a dose of reality folks: The Spartans
will be lucky if they finish as one of the top three
teams in this league.
Not because the Spartans aren’t as good as
their record indicates, but because just about
every team in their conference is in the national
rankings.
In fact, the Top 25 is one -fifth Big Wet
teams. For those of you who aren’t math majors,
that moans that five of the eight Big West teams
are ranked among the nation’s baseball elite.
"It’s a great league," Spartan Head Coa,:h
Sam Piraro said. "Obviously it’s well respected
throughout the nation. There are some outstanding toams with great traditions and great talent."
The teams are so good, that even the Spartaas
with their 26-5 record are outranked by another
Big West contender, the Long Beach State 49ers.
As of Monday, the 49ers boasted a 27-4
tocord, and a national ranking of ninth. The rest
id the conference is lumped behind the Spartans:
Fresno State (20-18) 1 I th; UNLV (18-9) 20th
and Fullerton State (18-9) 21st.
"If somebody said to me, ’Hey, you’re going
to finish in third place," I’d take it," Piraro said.
"That would be a tremendous achievement."
Another strike against the Spartans is that
they haven’t exactly been playing so great lately.
’They’ve lost two games in a row, giving up 25
runs in the process.
On March 24, Dave Tellers failed to get past
the second inning against Neveda-Reno and
gave up nine earned runs. Although he didn’t
stiller the loss and kept his record at 10-0, it was
his shortest outing of the year.
That effort was followed by Tuesday night’s
14-0 slaughter at the hands of Santa Clara.
Starting pitcher Donnie Rea didn’t last through
the second inning as he gave up five earned runs
in his shortest stint of the season.
"As a coach, you would like to think your
team is peaking at the beginning of the conference," Piraro said. "But I cannot honestly say
that right now. I’m concerned. We’re going into
the conference on the heels of a 14-0 beating."
On the positive side, the Spartans have beer
excellent in extra-inning games, posting a 4-1
mark, and they are 9-2 in contests that were
decided by one run.
If
Spartans are going to be successful in
West, they are going to have to rely
on their pitching staff, which had a
r,-.pedable earned run average of 2.88 before
’is ins up 14 runs to Santa Clara.
rc\ no doubt if we pitch well, wire
I,. he in a majority of our ball gams,"
.r. ,aitt. "If we don’t pitch well, we’re going
IN,: in big trouble."
’the reliance on pitching is clue to the fact that
iho Spartans aren’t an overwhelmingly powerful
L .110. Although their offensive numbers have
up well against opponents so far, it has
\;ri the pitching staff’s ability to get
out that has won games. Most of the
teams the Spartans have played have much better
otten.ive numbers in home runs, doubles, triples
and runs batted in.
"We have to play a determined, hungry type
of game," Piraro said. "We have to play smart,
pitch intelligently, and we have to have an errorfree defense."
Whatever the Spartans do, winning the Big
t Conference isn’t going lobe easy.
there arc not many learns we can push over
and that’s just the way it is," Piraro said. "It’s
.uir to IN’ ;I
11011

By Daniel Vasquez

Dady staff writes.

She went to a strange land.
She rode a borrowed horse guided by someone who didn’t speak English.
And, she came back an international champion.
While most SJSU students spent their spring
break on the beaches or in the bars, Jeanette
Boxall won the Second Concours Voltige
Internationale Championship.
The 21 -year-old vaulter spent March 25-26 in
Budapest, Hungary competing in what she
describes as "the art of gymnastics, ice skating
and ballet on horseback."
Vaulters compete in two rounds, which
includes six 1-12 minute compulsory and one,
one-minute freestyle Kur (routine) for each
round. Twelve nations competed for the gold
including Greece, Czechoslovakia, Germany,
Hungary, Switzerland, Sweden and Austria.
Boxall brought it home.
In the first go-round, Boxall vaulted into ft/St
place from a field of 44 women with a score of
9.105. She won the competition after balancing
mid-air with one hand on her cantering horse,
with a combined score of 9.294.
And, she did it with several handicaps.
Boxall competed without her own horse,
Inger or coach.
While Boxall does not have her own horse,
she routinely trains on Victor, a horse owned by
Boxall’s team, the Woodside’s Sundance
Vaulting Club.
"It was much too expensive to fly our horse to
Budapest," Boxall said.
"So, we had to borrow one from the Polish."
Adjusting to a new horse after training on
another is difficult, Boxall said.
"You never know what the horse is going to
do," Boxall said.
"Some arc faster. Some are slower."
Besides Rym, the Polish horse, Boxall had to
adjust to new lungcr.
The lunger, who controls the horse while
Boxall maneuvers atop it, did not even speak
English.
"It made me a little nervous," Boxall said.
Compounding the athlete’s troubles, was the
fact that she had trained and traveled for the
competition without a coach.
Boxall has been solo since 1984, when her
former coach, Adrian Stang, had to quit
because she could no longer financially support
herself, Boxall said.
Yet, with the help of Stang’s daughter, Sydney,
the athlete swept the competition.
"I could not have done it without her," Boxall
David Pipions Daily stall photographe
said.
When
it came to the decision of becoming a
SJSU nursing student Janette Nina!l captured the World Champion- vaulter, Boxall didn’t need any help.
Hungary.
Budpest.
in
ship in horse vaulting
When Jeanette Marie Boxall made it to her

BE AUTY MART
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Styling Aides
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Curling Irons

262-0407
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Grant & El Camino

(415)
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fastball.
"Some guys we were counting on to do
the (pitching) job," Dallimore said,
"Haven’t pitched up to their potential
yet."
The offense is led by designated hitter
Kevin Lofthus who is hitting .421 with
16 HR’s and 43 RBI’s. First baseman
Casey Clements (.354 18 RBI’s) and
Lambert (.338) bolster the Rebel attack.
Center field is patrolled by David
Baxter, considered the best defensive
outfielder in the league.
Cal State Fullerton Titans:
The Titars lose a pre -season AllAmerican (Mark Beck) pitcher, have
only six position players returning, a
secondyear coach in Larry Cochell,
yet they expect to improve on last year’s
43-18 College World Series third place
finish.
"Fullerton is still very good with the
loss of Beck," Piraro said. "They still
have a very good pitching staff and good
talented players."
CSF is lead by pre -season AllAmerican catcher Brent Maynen (.360
2 HR’s and 17 RBI’s) and second baseman Mate’ Borgogno (.375 with 10
doubles.)
First baseman defensive star Rex
Peters is also starring at the plate this

season (.356 with 3 HR’s and 17 RBI’s).
Right-hander Huck Flener (7-0, 2.50
ERA) Chris Robinson (3-1, 2.73 ERA)
lead the pitching staff.
The Titans are currently 18-9 and
ranked 23rd in the nation.
San Jose State Spartans:
The Spartans’ have improved their first
two years under coach Sam Piraro and
are currently 26-5 and ranked 15th
nationally.
SJSU does not have the talent that
other teams do. Instead of dominating
others they have to rely fundamentals
and scrappiness.
"Everytime we take the field," Piraro
says. "A lot of the teams we play have
better talent then we do. We have to do
A, B, C to succeed."
Coach Dave Snow of LBSU says "It
remains to be seen how the upstarts
(SJSU and LBSU) will do in the heat of
the battle."
The Spartans boast a strong rotation
with junior Dave Tellers (10-0 2.95
ERA and 67 SO’s in 74 innings).
Sophomore left-hander Donnie Rea (62, 2.64 ERA and five complete games).
Sophomore Chris Martin (6-0 2.44 ERA
four complete games).
Offensively, the Spartans are led by
See BIG WEST, page 5

Profile of a champion:
Boxall wins Gold medal

120% OFF ALL BEAUTY SUPPLIES
WITH STUDENT I.D.

Milpitas Town Center
Near Millers Outpost

players and two returning pitchers are
All-Americans. The Dogs’ were ranked
in the top five in pre-season polls. FSU
is off to a 20-10 start and is currently
ranked 16th.
FSU is led by All-American center
fielder Tom Goodwin, who has a batting
average of .370 with 23 runs batted in
and 28 stolen bases. Also providing
offensive fire-power are All-American
candidate shortstop Eddie Zosky (.395,
21 RBI’s and four game-winning hits)
and catcher Steve Vondran (.439, 41
RBI’s. and nine home runs).
The Dogs’ pitching is led by junior
left-hander Rich Crane (7-1, 2.73 earned
run average and four complete games)
and freshman Bobby Jones (1-0, 1.85
five saves) comes out of the bullpen.
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Rebels:
Coach Fred Dallimore’s Rebels return
six position starters and three starting
pitchers from last years 40-22 NCAA
playoff team. Two of the returnees are
second baseman Layne Lambert and
left-handed pitcher Donovan Osborne.
Both are AllAmerican candidates.
Osborne is currently 8-1, 2.82 ERA
and 80 strikeouts in 73 innings. Jon
Sims (1-0, 2.57 ERA and six saves)
comes out of the bullpen with a 90 mph

SEBASTIAN
FOCUS 21
MASTEY
NEXXUS
JOICO
AVEDA
PAUL MITCHELL
HAYASHI
REDKEN

Cupertino Crossroads
Near Mervyn.

255-3380

Calling All Creative People

Looks
’The ’Beauty
Supply Store
& Salon

PERM SPECIAL
$15 off any
permanent wave
Free Z91C91’1 product ,
,’0\
with every color service
’The Pavilion
2nd Street
(between San Fernando
dr San Carlos)

ninth birthday, her parents gave her a pony
party. But, the little girl found more fun elsewhere.
"When she saw the vaulting team practicing,"
said Mary, Boxall’s mother, "she left us and
watched them.
In 1981, the family moved the Placerville,
and Boxall’s parents made the three hour trip to
Woodside three times per week.
"And, every week we said this is the last time,
"her mother said.
But, it never was the last time, and Boxall
earned her first major win the first vaulting
world cup, which was held in Switzerland. She
won a bronze.
"Ever since then, we knew she wasn’t going to
quit," Mary said.
She never did.
Boxall has managed to squeeze out a few
other titles since Switzerland, including the
U.S. Championship. Twice. She won it for the
first time in 1984, and in July, 1988.
Still, as of yet, her most cherished is the
Hungary championship.
"Their is much more competition in Europe
for vaulting," Boxall said.
In East Germany alone, there are at least
60,000 vaulters, Boxall said.
"It’s really nice to be the U.S. champion and
go over there and win it."
Yet, to keep on winning, Boxall has had to
give up a normal life.
The sophomore nursing major, who is carrying a full-time load with 13 units, has little time
to waste.
She wakes up every morning at 8 a.m. for
school, where she stays until 2:30 p.m.
She leaves school and begins work an hour
later at her club’s ranch, where she trains physically impaired children to vault. She does this
for at least 10 hours per week.
After training others, she trains herself.
She trains for an hour or two on Victor and
then heads to a gym. She works with freeweights and Nautilus equipment for another
hour or two.
After her work-out, Boxall heads back home
for dinner.
She spends another two hours studying and
finally rests her slim frame in bed.
"It’s hard to watch your child grow up on a
horse or in a book," Mary said.
Meanwhile, Boxall has began training for her
next crucial championship.
The San Francisco Equestrian Festival will be
held in the Cow Palace August 3-6. Boxall has
a major motivation for doing well at it.
"My biggest rival, Silke Bernhardt from West
Germany will be there," Boxall said.
Boxall has a good chance of winning that
competition.
At least, she will have her own horse.

gt,f-F 10-7
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

998 -LOOK
Free 2 Hour Parking Validation

SJSU Advertising Club
presents its first annual
student "Murphy Award"
Competition.
This is your chance to
win recognition and
exposure for your
distinctive originality.
Whether or not,you are
an Advertising, Art,
Graphics, or other major,
you can enter the
1st An-qial Student
Murphy Competition.

For more information
Call Deborah Gross 924-3270
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Big West: Conference title up for grabs
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a winner and has brought that energy to San Jose."
Long Beach State 49ers:
Coach Dave Snow left Loyola
Marymount for the greener fields of
LBSU.
Taking over for a team that only
won 14 games last season. Snow has
led the 49ers to a 27-4 record and
No. 9 ranking.
"The biggest difference between
last year and this year is the recruiting," Snow said. "We weren’t going
to do it with the players we had last
year."
"He was given the resources to
work with (money)," said Piraro.
"(Snow) was smart, he cleaned
house and brought in new guys."
Led by center fielder Darrell
Sherman (.416, 20 RBI’s,17 SB’s),
Dan Berthel
(.356 26 RBI’s, 7 SB’s) and the
only returning starter from last year,
second baseman Chris Gill (.361,
eight SB’s).
The pitching is led by junior lefthander Kyle Abbott (8-1, 1.89 ERA
with 63 K’s in 66 innings.). The
other top starter is junior right-hander Andy Croghan (4-0, 2.63 ERA).
Greg Hays (5-0, 2.10 ERA with
eight saves.) gets the call out of the
bullpen.
UC Santa Barbara Gauchos:
Currently 20-11-1, the Gauchos

San Jose State Spanans:
The Spartans’ have improved their
first two years under coach Sam
Piraro and are currently 26-5 and
ranked 15th nationally.
SJSU does not have the talent that
other teams do. Instead of dominating others they have to rely fundamentals and scrappiness.
"Everytime we take the field,"
Piraro says. "A lot of the teams we
play have better talent then we do.
We have to do A, B, C to succeed."
Coach Dave Snow of LBSU says
"It remains to be seen how the
upstarts (SJSU and LBSU) will do
in the heat of the battle."
The Spartans boast a strong rotation with junior Dave Tellers (10-0
2.95 ERA and 67 SO’s in 74
innings). Sophomore left-hander
Donnie Rea (6-2, 2.64 ERA and five
complete games). Sophomore Chris
Martin (6-0 2.44 ERA four complete games).
Offensively, the Spartans are led
by third baseman Greg Mitchell
(.349 15 RBI’s) catcher Kevin
Tannahill (.345, 3 HR’s 19 RBI’s)
28 Mike Gonzales (.279 22 RBI’s
and 11 SB’s) and center fielder
Andy Coan (.272, 22 SB’s).
"It’s not a mystery that they
(SJSU) are successful," said
UNLV’s Dallimore. "Sam (Piraro) is

yucave-svec760
LIPS .2,/ rke MP I
wffli NtYgof &McSeflY 571A9f7y!,

will either run to the top of the pack
or run themselves out of contention.
Coach Al Ferrer has the fastest
team in the Big West (6th in the
nation)-UCSB has stolen 88 bases
so far (SJSU is second in the conference with 63).
Jerrold Rountree (.353, three HR’s
20 RBI’s and 35 SB’s) and OF Mike
Czarnetzki (.330 27 RBI’s 17 SB’s)
are the offensive leaders.
Shawn Loucks (4-2 4.24 ERA)
Jon Gianulias (3-0, 3.46 ERA 2
SV’s) are the pitching leaders.
UC Irvine Anteaters:
UCI is like a snake sitting back
waiting to attack. Currently 10-15-1
Since almost reaching the NCAA’s
in ’87, Coach Mike Gerakos
Anteaters have been trying to make
it over the hump. Alhough they
won 30 games last year, they tied
for fifth in league play.
The key is pitching where UCI
sends Rob Johnson (4-4 4.04 ERA),
Jeff Haack (1-3 5.44 ERA) and Ken
Whitworth (2-4 4.04 ERA) to the
mound.
Offensively, the Anteaters rely on
shortstop Al Rodriguez (.358 21
RBI’s) second baseman Chris
Gallego (.324) and outfielder Stacy
Parker (.293 17 SB’s).
University of the Pacific Tigers:
Coach Keith Snider Tigers are currently 10-16 after a tough pre-sea-
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AVON SALES - Buy or sell Av.!
Earn 0 -Ira income or allow me to
sell to you! #1 beauty co in
America

Do your shopping with
Avon’ Avoid crowds & let me
you M -F 8 30-5 30 Jane

251-5942
DISC JOCKEYS WANTED! Part fine.
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DJ
positions
open.
$10.00 hr. no experience Ismes.ry
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Call 1A-F

104. 406-734-

FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college stud.ts!
Just band a .11 adclreeeed
stomped envelop* to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4111 St Boo
S. Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your fulurel
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Went
good coverage you can @flood!
We have quality piens at low
prices

Monthly terms available
Call Mark Fill. at 14061943-9190
tor no obligation quote
ern doing
study on marital seriatim-don
reentry women if your. married &

ie

St

10

attending college & would be in tweeted In participating, call
Heidl at 267-1320 It the mmhine
ammo., please leave you, nar.
6 phone no

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Novo! Sa00 your teeth, eyes
and Mo.y too Cleanings and of.
lice vie01 at no charge For brochure see AS office or Student
Health Center or call (406)371.11 in San Jos*
406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest. Romance,

friendship,
adventure
Leave your messsoe or you can
hear Me m.sages from others.
try IL you’ll be glad you did Call
dolly’ 1,1etuteg. change freany toll.
quently Only $2

ir
is

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR hoseie inee for Wee
money You pick the model, make
and mceeewles We find you the
best deal, no obligation independent broker, references call KEN
al 726-0639
IS IT TRUE,

Jeeps for $44 through
the government? Call for facts’ I.
312-742-1142.691 8115

SEIZED CARS. trucks, boats, 4-011ee1or. rnotorhomies, by FBI, IRS.
DEA Available your area now

a

Call (805)612-7555. eel C-1255

FOR SALE
MATTRESS

autism 8 related disabilities Full
and part lime positions evellable
Starting

56-56 25 iv

SETS.

NEW.

Call

(41341)

4411-3953.
COUNSELOR - GROUP HOME for au
Ms. children Great experience
for psych.. spec.. ad, and related
liMds. FT and PT. Call al-F 9-5
377-5412 or 377.1494
DELIVERY BALLOONS

RE-ENTRY WOMEN--I

he
he

nen

PT

5-days

Neat appearance Apply In person
volth DMV printout all383 Lincoln
A... San Jo.
DELIVERY

PART-TIME

GCM

has

opening. for 3 delivery pers..
Y. need your own card You can
work t to 7 days a week We offer
e xCe/lent pay. bonuses, and mileage relmIxtr.neni if you know
your

way

around

Santa Clara
County. call u tor en appointment 453-5836
DRIVERS

NEEDED

Good

PT

lob.

gf.t pay Plea. call Tele-wane.
at 280-1900 mak for Rick
DYNAMIC

MARKETING

& SALES
Coordinators and National Marketing Directors reeled
You
Chuck. your Income. level Bob
964-0668

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
int’l businesses & investors seek
toreign nationals "MO first hand
knowiedge of economic, bull.. eci.tific. & political conditions In home country tor consulting essistence For info send
mem. to BCS int (.700 St Marys
Pi
Suite
1400 San Antonio.
TO 782050, 800-628-2628 Eel 856
SEASONAL & year
LIFEGUARDS
round positions evellabe now
Salary Lifeguards 55 50-$6 40 iv
Renegers

Pool

$7 00-S8 60 hr

Cali 942-2470
OCEANOGRAPHY -INTRO. Irnnwillate
hole, 4 tint wkly. Aso Call Ann

aos-rzusiso

(10-4).

679-0340

(wee
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month -hone month Call
(805)682.7559 eat 5-1062
PASSPORT UNLIMITED is hlring for
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
4

stet

restaurants

5150 00 quitrent*.
6962

25 howl/
Kwin 737-

SALES ASSOCIATE WANTED Women
contemporary clothing bow
Moe Perfect for
reeponsible
[awn Mon.
student 15-56 ht
Tures . Wed 2-4, Fri 6-9 Sat 124
Occasional Sun Available Immediately Mark Fenwick. Old Town,
Los Go. Contact Marine Vonn

BEDS.

Twin SW. lull UN. queen 0129,
king 1188 You osi both elm.
Bunkbeds $129 Eledfrenes wadable now if your bed isn’t giving
you the conifer, or the support
you like, why not pet new bed,
Our bed. are very comfortable &
ch.p Call 9454558.
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
available front government from
51 without 01e111 check Your repair Al. tax delinquent loreckrsures Call (905) 662-7555. set H1513 for repo list your area
TREK 1500 RACING BIKE 52cfn Alum
Shimeno
600
SIS
Fre.,
05000110 Andy 925-1392

GREEK
ALPHA OMICRON PIE looking forward
to a reglrg eirchange Salt/Hey!
The men of Sigma Alpha E...
TO MIKE SMITH Have any eetra TP I
can borrow? Al. you redly NNW.,
TO THE MEN OF SAE, hope you or...
peyched es we ere looting for,
won] to e.Hvg you Saturday, the

HELP WANTED

the selencee or computer prog
Must be a U $ citizen We offer
Cad
rein*
ochscifflon
100%
419493-1SO, 4115 VARIAN
CHEER UP! Tot wine Din to expansion. I need more people to man
915010 1500 a weed for port One
hours doltva a phone promotion
OsierenNed Wary& bone.. We
Wein, CWIDerve 10/4727-0447.
AVAILROSTON,
CHILDCARE
ABLE
Fell and pert WM prow
nen1 peeddene evoilebie Northern
Cotafernle Nonniers. 175 Son Antonio Rd., Suite 117,10* Allos, CO
94095,4161646-2933

5th St San Jowe We also train
clergy, both male and female, who
share our vision For further Into,.
matIon..11374-74S6 evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
heir removed keener Specialist
Confidential.
your
very
own
probe 247-7488. 335 S Beywood
Ana.. Son Jose

out the USA Exam problems with
the professors own detailed solu
lions Available for 8 Engi.ering
courses. Celculue, EIT. Dift Erma
Lin Alg, Chen, 0-Clvern. Physics
& more 23 different books available al Spartan Bookstore (down.
stairs) end Roberts Bookstore.
LATE NIGHT WITH SJSU T.Shirts are
beck’ April 3rd-lth in front of the
Student UM. For Info cell 2089610

Latchkey Diary

OFFICERS PROCESS

Campus Christion Center. 10th
San Carlos For more information
about mtivitiee. call Rev Sorb
Firnhaber at 296-0204
TABLE FOR TWO, White male, 30.
seeks hems* companion lost,.,.
plus, motorcycles riding, car
roc., concerts, and outdoor fun
P0 00, 6852. San Canoe 94070
T-SHIRTS - Marko money for your
SJSU Club, Fraternity or Sorority
by selling custom silk Unwed Tshirts with your design or logo 48
hour turn-around on most lobs
Call tor references and pric.
T -Shirts

(415) 962-

8801

SERVERS Full pen M., security
officer s all shlfts Full port time
evening process *enters We will
train

Apply in person Mon-Frl

9AM-401,1, 260 Meridian A. , San
Joes Acufmts, Inc
TELEMARKETING!
SETTING

APPOINTMENT

thne. 000s.
POSSIBLE. daily usth Welting
distance frorn campus, friendly
At.
atmosphere
supportive
teonoon

Part

evall-

e.n1ng shift.

Good uolce & personailly
Cali BUS 61 296-3033
*ON

TELEMARKETING, 54 50111
Sovole. Appt soltino day eves PT
S Sammy’ Ave . S J Call Todd at
2116-6439
56-9e11r to Mad 50 position* Recapbloat Security, no cop nec FT PT,
day swing grove

shine

Wetely

pry dentidmed benefits We ere
looking for friendly peopie to
work in Hi-tech
Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd . Santa Clore (between San
Toon.* Okett)

HOUSING

SOUTH

BAY

BULLETIN BOARD

Now there
is last, flay may 10 meet quality
people in the prhrecy or your
home It so way’ When you call
you will be told how to leave your
own mesas. or hear els different
messages left by others There
are messages horn people wtth MI
types of inter.ts When you hear
something you like, glue that person call That’. M Call today $2
loll. If any

217.7679

B ARE IT ALL! Stop shoving. waxing,
tweezing or using chernicel
tortes Let nut permanently ref.. your unwanted hair (chin.
MIMI, tummy, moustache etc
15% discount to etudente and Inc.
ally Call before June 1 1989 and
gel your Wet appt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Heir DIsappeers With
My Care Gwen ChMgren. R P.
559-3500, 1645 S Demon’ A..
oiC
Heir Today Gone Tomo.-

Cal 21644113.
ROOM FOR RENT M nice howee. foR
anwinelea a privasges IS min
from campus moorage owe 010
2343901

PERSONALS
ADOPTION ALTERNATIVE Have you
considered

adepliOn. AR CNN
con00.110 Cal 0011141 616426
1221

SERVICES

Brochures,
flyers.
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of

eenee

of

onyMeey,

net

,

fraternities, sororities
club.. 10161110611 Custom mreen
printing on shirts, Growls, and
rockets Ouslity work al res.ne
Me rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408)262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-10 PM

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if
bankrupt or bad credit’ We guar -

Daily Interruption

money beck Cell (805) 612-7555,
eel M-1103
WRITING,

RESEARCH

John Lascurettes

Naze Sir, VEGGING Cr
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IGNIORfEr, MY HoMG-WOM MO MY 040RES,

SERVICES

Acedernic, paper, thesis Desistance Ghostwriting editing. resumes. word-mm..1nd All subjects
Gum..
writer.
ReCatalogue Work gum-

ANI? IT’S WAY 100
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orki AKYOF MEM ...

writing

....
Low rates
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)
841-5036
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WRITING, RESEARCH. EDITING Versatile, mrpert. sten 800777.7901
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TRAVEL
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
on anywheos any fore Purcha.
your TWA student dimount card
now Also mak about TWA GET-

Laugh Lines

AWAY credit card Cell Andy at
(406)297-8609. TWA cempus rep.

TYPING

296-2087

Thant.

SI 50 per page double spocel
Availed* seven days weekly
Quick turner.. All work guaranteed Then’.
PROWORD
CESSING Quick and r..nable
Fast turnaround Letter qualify

LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad-

’-_,.

-,J

Report. Leiters No time to type
your paper? Call Mary Ann el

ice* Mat include fall tUrnormond,
guarentee copy. grammar erJltIng.
Ia.., printer, graphs and Kr much
more Cell PAMELA at 001) 944-

Ann’s, Sante Clare 241-5490
1.1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Clow to school Avelleble night
end cloy Rush 610 are my speciality Call P.m at (,0125-49

3862 to nwoerve your tine now
Only 15 minutes from campus

(406)225-9009

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT! Academie
word processing our specialty

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
prol.slonal word pr..sing
with Laser printer Thews term
papers, group poi:Moots, etc All

Choral.Od
quallty
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing
sonebie rot. War, last, dependable, grsononaraxperlenced College grads no call ue with papers,
reports th.es
etc 61 251-0449

(eap

APA
including
El 75 pogo double spaced (10
pitch) Ouick return TranmrIption
Alined.evillest.
service*
fen..

Science).

BrenMon area Phone 264-4504

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Peek top publishing & word pro-

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-94141 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of tent papers.reeterch pmt.’s
& resumes Will gladly swum w

group

gramme.

punctuation, end sen-

tence structure (knowledgable on
Tureblan, SPA, A Campbell for.
Word
Equipm.t used
mats)
Perfect & fIPLanorJIll Conskler
abie bushiest erporlente end for.

PJ-923-2309
ANN’, WORD PROCESSING Theses

me,

English

F111.1Or

WILLOW

mont Ave., #1711. Sunnyvale, Ca
94047, 14100-11SA-1221, ext.8153

(SCIare)

prorects, theses, resumes, faculty
proWcts. etc AP. MLA. Tureblan
formats Oval guar (27 yr. mip )

prevides a wt. veriON Of musk
km your wedding party or dance
at reasonale weft Cali Deelnes
of NNW 274111410 or 122-7361
PROOFREA0140.

E13111140,

RE-

car Dee

at (4011)292.7031.
SEWING ANO ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening
apecialteing in

ics, Owns, letters, reports menu,
Scripts, resumes, term papers.
Meese Let our wordn work tor
you’ Editing. grimmer & spoil
checking All cork done .
PS Ls. Printer of printing from
you, disk Both IBM Mac II com-

Call

Rot 274-3684 (Wave message) Avelleble 7 days week

NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make tie bell Irn-

EVERYONE

mention, A neatly -typed pep*.
gets Ingher gra. For the hest

puters Spmeti student We. Call
Printys WORDWORKS et 253WORD or 253-WORK

result, call ear.. at
WRITE TYPE - (408) 972-9430

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and sludents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters,

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your ecadernic, business Immi
word proceesing needs Tenn p.p.,.. reports mum., letters,
group protects, manuals, therms.

reports, resumes. publications,
manuscripts, comespodence, etc
Will old In gramme’ spelling.

etc Letter quality’ All formats
plus AP& SPELCHEK. puncfue-

punctuation

For prompt. 7 day

tot

WORD

PROCESSING IS years seperien. Ressonoble relies & fast
tum-oround Close to camp.
P110110 213-4096
RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Report. & applications word processing
Career consuitations
Bay ems s Sr protesaional eery
IC*

Career

Center

1765 Scott
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TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES- RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(404 972-1563
WORD

PROCESSING,

transcriptkin
Tenn papers, thews, resumes.
Fast %min..
manuscripts
Free dise more. Eepenenced
typlet and legal transcriber 365.1393
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FREE DELIVERY
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Signal
10In

to lecommend instal:, .ii ot a signal he said
saes found to wartant signals are
oidi lig to a point systhen ranked
eouncil
tem and pi esented to the
during. annual budget deliberations,
he ...id
xL,ie mail 100 sites ale currently
Iii Chailes Felix.
flail’s. signal st steins engineer.
depattotent has conducted annual signal studies at the intersection
ii I oth and San Won’t, streets for
s. he ’,ald
the
In I. eiqu,n ot toroi and 1989. the
inteise..0011 met one ot the "v ehiculai v ohmic vi .111 ants. and therefore
lust Nick tlICels the requirements
tot a signal. Felix said
lint the int...i.e. non probably does
mit rank high enough for the city to
liedule installation of a light, he
iiiNhelliet

Hie problem is money
Installation .0 .ine traffic signal
S100.000 and
osts the city bet v
’-I I 0310(1. depending oil location.
loot e said.
cits. can schedule only 10 or
I 1 Ils211 signals per year he said
When ton hate a limited
amount tit ’nutlet . you do the worst
W.’ Isla this does tiot mean others
.its. not warranted of JUN( II icy] . said
13.1s’.. YIIIVA:10f of the I Lit I lc t. lpoiations 1)epartment
\ it ph:al citi/en deals with the
sditte mterscs lions on a dailt basis
and mat peReit e one of them to be
tIi tt orst in the
. he said
hut that inierset.tion is "one of
like .41 or .40 twist t:ases to us,- he
said.
-It’s not that we’le insensitive of
tills. a ring.- but the department has to
deal vv MI each case in a measured.
understandable is ay .ss ithout favoritism. he said
rtn, accident 1.tIt.’ .it the interse.

lion "is not high, compared to other
intersections in the city:. Bass said.
In the last three years. there have
been 13 accidents in the intersection
and 35 in the immediate area within
I(X) or 150 feet of the intersection,
Moore said.
Most of these accidents were
minor, he said
Considering the tens of thousands
ot cars that pass through the intersection each day. the accident rate is
Ii iSS. lie said.
But the city council is the final arbiter in each decision, and any case
can be appealed. Moore said. It is
the council that approves the final
list of scheduled installations.
lkmonstrations of community
support. such as "storming the city
council chambers" or submitting petitions may help sway the views of
the council, he said.
"Many signals have been put in
against
our
recommendations,"
Bass said. " I’m not encouraging
people to do that, but it’s a reality.’’
The Associated Students has made
"many ettOr ts to get a light in there"
during the past several years. said
Leigh Kirmsse, director of California state affairs.
For example, the board is currently considering a resolution to
suppoit installation of a signal, said
A.S. President Terry McCarthy.
Additionally, A.S. Director of
Community Affairs Fleckie Six is
circulating petitions urging the city
to install a signal.
"The traffic rarely yields to pedestrians, and the intersection is
plagued by accidents,’’ the petition
reads ’’We believe there is a very
frightening potential for tragedy at
the intersection.
Six has also discussed the problem
with city councilperson Susan Hammer, whose district includes the intersection. Six said.
Hammer "was very receptive to
the idea of getting petitions and
sending them in.’. Six said.

Government won’t take
charge of spill cleanup
X XI I )1./ . Xlaska 1AP) - The
tedei al govern mem Thursday said it
.\ .10 take over cleanup of the na%yoist s’Sef oil spill hut will
loscly monitor its effects because of
its -c1101-111.41, potential" for dam iii the env ironment.
fransportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner niade the atmounsement at
the While House after he. I’m iron mental In, tection Agenct Administtatoi \. illiant Reilly and Coast
(
,!iimandant Adm. Paul N’must

reported their first-hand observations
to President Bush.
Bush gave "top priority to assessing the adequacy of environmental
protection.’’ Reilly said.
The Wall Street Journal reported
today that a barge intended as a key
piece of equipment against oil spills
vs as not working Friday, and its operator conceded it violated its own
requirement that it notify state environmental officials that the vessel
was out of commission.
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Rail

There are no funds available for
the extension at present, and the
board can only speculate about future funding sources, according to
Lolgren.
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the SEAC Task Force.
The Elk is scheduled to begin in
April. Ames said.
"It is imp(irtant to note that the
mile (leg) we’re talking about has already had extensive study done," he
said.
The overlapping leg and the balance of the Vasona Corridor are expected to be completed before construction of the SEAC. according to
the task force report.
Acceleration of the work on the
Vasona Corridor would improve the
position of the SEAC proposal. said
Ames and Leigh kirnisse. Associated Students director of Calif oi ha
state af f airs.
Ames hopes the initial construe thin in the SEA),’ tsuiuld begin in
four or use years, he said.
However. County Supervisor Zoe
Lolgren, chairperson of the County
Transit Board, was much less willing to speculate about the scheduling
of the corridor.
"This is so preliminary," she
said. "It’s almost impossible to say
when construction could begin."
Revenue shortages are the number
one reason work on the corridor will
have to wait. Ames said.
Preliminary estimates of construction costs for the corridor "range
from $140 million to $150 million,"
the task force report says.

Ames identified two future measures which could produce construetiim funds.
The first is a statewide bond initiative currently being drafted for 1990.
he said.
The initiative would earmark approximately $1.9 billion for rail transit in California. he said.
"If passed, the impact could be
very favorable on SEAC." he said.
The initiative could provide up to
$1(X) million for rail systems in
Santa Clara County. and the supervisors would then allocate the funds at
their discretion. he said
The second possible source of revenue would be any one of several gas
tax increases currently under consideration by the state legislature.
All of the gas -tax Mils involve significant increases, on the order of 8
to 12 cents per gallon, Ames said.
After 10 years. rising gasoline
taxes could generate $60 million to
$70 million. some of which would
be used for rail systems. he said.
But Lofgren is less optimistic
about the availability of gas tax revenues.
"The governor has indicated
at least the last I heard
that he
would not support a gas tax beyond 2
or .3 cents." Lolgren said.

Aid

deal %s oh the various fiscal crises
caused by the federal deficit, a new
volunteer program Is essential, they
say.
But critics say that although it is
important to institute a new volunteer program, it is not worth restricting minority acces,-, to four-year unit sales.

rom /Mgt’

receiving any aid.
One of the primary reasons for
tying financial aid to volunteer work
is that volunteer service is at an alltime low, backers say. In order to

SAN FRANCISCO (API
A
school cannot be sued for the actions
of a teacher in molesting a student,
the state Supreme Court ruled today.
In a 5-2 decision, the court said
the Oakland Unified School District
could be held responsible if it was
careless in hiring or supervising the
teacher, but was not liable for his actions, which were legally outside the
scope of his job.
In a second ease, the court gave
insurance companies greater protection against lawsuits by homeowners
whose property is damaged by a disaster.
The 5-2 ruling said the insurer

must pay only if the owner has coverage for the primary cause of the
damage. "the one that sets others in
motion.
Many "all-risk" insurance policies exclude coverage for disasters
such as floods, earthquakes and
slides. The court’s standard would
deny coverage to a homeowner with
such a policy if the damage was set
in motion by a flood or quake. for
example, and aggravated by flaws in
construction of the home.
The school case involved a 14 year-old junior high school student,
identified as John R.
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pay for it,’ said Carol Feencee, a
graduate student majoring in linguistics.
Most stations use about 750,(XX)
of gasoline per year. accord -

gallons

’They mucked it up,
they should pay for
it.’
Carol Feencee,
graduate student majoring
in linguistics

ing to Lopes. The 10 million gallons
spilled in Alaska is enough to fill 14
stations.
The spill. one of the largest in
U.S. history, could affect the plastics industry as well. Plastics ica de Hyatt\ e of petroleum.

Man: Workers supreme
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will take power, according to Roberts.
"Roberts made it seem that if one
holds an office job, he’s a parasite to
society.’’ Ariani said. "According

to him, the only real contributors are
people with manufacturing jobs."
Roberts had been on campus since
at least 8 a.m. Thursday and was still
going strong in the early afternoon.
according to passersby.
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reefing our oil prices." Lopes said.
"Our costs for refined oil are going
up incredibly fast."
The wholesale price of refined oil
has gone up 6 cents since Friday, a
13 percent increase in less than a
week, he said.
Damages from the oil spill could
manifest itself as a 3 to 4 cent increase in prices at the pump over the
next few weeks. Lopes said.
The price per gallon usually only
fluctuates about a fourth of a cent per
week, he said.
Western States, which had been
purchasing oil for 58 cents a gallon.
watched prices rise to 64 cents per
gallon after the spill, according to
Lopes. If the trend continues. gas
prices could reach $1 per gallon.
Money -conscious students objected to what they perceived as
Exxon passing the buck on to the
consumer, sa!,ing the immensity of
the corporation should allow it to
"swallow the profits."
’’They mocked it up. they should

Court ruling says schools
not liable for teacher’s actions
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